Science Now - Knot Theory

Narrator : And now something we're all rather more familiar with - a knot - in a piece of cotton or string or a shoelace or used to tie up a ship,they're  all in essence the same - a long thin material looped back over itself in simple or complex ways to hold fast or to slip.But how do you tell your bow line from your reef knot?
Well that's easy for a mathematician, as the patterns and formations of all knots have been  well studied and classified,there are knot theories galore. Ask an interested scientists such as Professor Keith Moffat of the Isaac Newton Institute of Cambridge University what one is,and he'll tell you....

Keith Moffat : You have your cable knot - you can count the number of crossings right?

Narrator :  Yes,1,2,3,it's crossed itself 3 times,not a very exciting knot...

Keith Moffat : Okay,you've got a very simple....you've got a the thumb knot...

Narrator : That's what it's called?

Keith Moffat : ...because there's only one knot with 3 crossings.

Narrator : There you are you knew it straight away,you can't see it...

Keith Moffat : I can't see it but I know what knot it is.

Narrator :  Right,and that's a thumb knot....now...

Keith Moffat : I don't know whether it's right-handed or left-handed.
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That's the only...

Narrator :  That's the only trick that I can play? But now,this is obviously...this is a great big heavy cable,but if you were looking at it mathematically to decide the number of crossings there are - you wouldn't necessarily think of it as being amde of thick material or thin material,it's just a sort of thin line isn't it?

Keith Moffat : And that's the conventional way of looking at knots in terms of simple closed curves with zero cross section - the new thing about this work that's just been published is that the author's give the knot a cross section and consider the consequences.

Narrator :  Right,so let's go from the traditional mathematical way of, aline of course has no dimension from side to side,it only has a dimension along it doesn't it?

Keith Moffat : Yes.

Narrator :  And that's what they use,which of course is very unrealistic,so these mathematicians have actually gone to real realism and they've made the dimensionless line into a three dimensional object - it's got thickness.

Keith Moffat : Well, they've made it a tube yeah. They put the tube around the knot a nd then consider what happens when you expand the cross section of the tube,how far can you go?

Narrator :  So starting as it were,with a piece of cotton they make it into first of all like my cable here,my microphone cable,then they make it thicker and thicker like a hauser.

Keith Moffat : Yeah,I think the way to think of it is like a bicycle tube,if you like,very flexible rubber. Imagine you start to blow it up.

Narrator :   So I've knotted it first,and then I start to blow it up?

Keith Moffat : Yeah,you knot it in any knot you like,sheepshank or bow line or whatever,okay? The two ends are joined together so it really is a closed curve,but you start to blow it up - the cross section gets fatter and fatter and eventually you can go no further,because it intersects itself.

Narrator :  And it almost sort of strangles itself,because the....

Keith Moffat :  It strangles itself,very good.

Narrator :  And so there is as it were a physical limit to how thick you can a make....

Keith Moffat :   Yes,exactly.

Narrator : ... a material that you're knotting out of.

Keith Moffat :  Exactly.

Narrator :  And they've actually found a way of describing that and studying it and actually manipulating it mathematically.

Keith Moffat :  They've found a way of doing it mathematically,or computationally if you like. They determine the limiting configuration which they describe as the ideal configuration of a knot.

Narrator :   When you say the ideal configuration what does that actually mean,does it.....I mean I rather think that's a knot that doesn't slip if I don't need it to,or...is that what you mean?

Keith Moffat : It's rather like the configuration that you get if you have a knot and you pull it tight - you find it always looks much the same. You can recognise a sheep shank say by just looking at it,although when it's in a very loose and tangled state you would not recognise it.

Narrator :   So that's the ideal configuration is to where you've pulled it where the curves are nicely described and you see the actual pattern to it - the recognisable pattern.

Keith Moffat : That's right,that's the simple way of looking at it.

Narrator :   No here's a mathematician that's going to a lot of trouble to describe what we can see very simply with our eyes,that if you - as you say - pull the knot tight - I'm just doing this, I hope the microphone does...I don't strangle the microphone suddenly - I'm pulling the cable tight and yes it's a much easier to recognise knot. But now why bother to study such configurations - I mean we call them knots - but they're configurations - why study them?

Keith Moffat :  Well,you know mathematicians like to play with ideas,and they like to explore processes of this kind,but then the remarkable thing is that when you've done it - you find that in some sense miraculously it corresponds to reality - to some physical reality,and in this case the authors have shown that long chain polymer molecules and DNA molecules
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 for example,like to arrange themselves in these ideal configurations.

Narrator :   Aah,so we go from me knotting a bit of rope or a boyscout knotting a bit of rope,and we find that knots are much more than that - they actually exist in nature,but are we talking about a tangle or are we talking about a knot.

Keith Moffat :   Well it's rather similar,they are talking about hypothetical knotted molecules,they're very long chain molecules,they get themselves into a tangle,if the ends are closed they can well be knotted.

Narrator :   Professor Keith Moffat being entirely positive about the future of knot theory,well that's all we've time for this week.Peter Evans will be back next week,so from me until the next time.
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